Humans are capable of sharing information efficiently and dynamically during natural communication, and many factors affect their success in doing so. For example, shared information in common ground (e.g., Stalnaker, 1973) and interlocutors’ perspectives (e.g., Brown-Schmidt & Heller, 2018) can influence exchanges between two people. Successful communication is also constrained by subtle temporal aspects of speech. For example, when conveying messages to others, we reduce and lengthen words differently depending on their predictability, frequency, and discourse status. But younger listeners have less experience than older listeners in processing speech variation across time. In 2 experiments, we tested whether English-speaking parents reduce word durations differently across utterances in child-directed speech (CDS) versus adult-directed speech (ADS). In a child-friendly game with an array of objects and destinations, adult participants (N = 48) read instructions to an experimenter (adult-directed) and then to their own 2- to 3-year-old children (child-directed). In Experiment 1, speakers produced sentences containing high-frequency target nouns, and in Experiment 2, they produced sentences containing low-frequency target nouns. In both CDS and ADS in both experiments, speakers reduced repeated mentions of target nouns across successive utterances. However, speakers reduced less in CDS than in ADS, and low-frequency nouns in CDS were overall longer than low-frequency nouns in ADS. Together, the results suggest that repetition reduction may be beyond speaker control, but that speakers still engage in audience design when producing words for relatively inexperienced listeners. We conclude that language production involves nested audience-driven and speaker-driven processes.
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Wagner & Watson, 2010 for a review). This given/new distinction has left the field with a puzzle: Why is word duration influenced by discourse status? There is general agreement that the link between discourse status and word duration facilitates communication, but there is disagreement as to who benefits from this link. And while it is clear that repeating a word causes repetition reduction, it is unclear why exactly this is the case. By exploring duration differences based on the discourse status in both child-directed speech (CDS) and adult-directed speech (ADS), we aimed to better understand which of two predominant explanations is correct.

One explanation is that changes in word duration reflect speakers’ production system—specifically their planning processes (e.g., Arnold & Watson, 2015; Bell et al., 2009; Kahn & Arnold, 2012, 2015). The central idea is that because speech is planned incrementally, speakers adjust word durations with planning time in mind; words that are difficult to produce are lengthened, and words that are more easily produced are shortened. Evidence for these claims comes from work demonstrating that frequency and predictability correlate with word duration (Bell et al., 2009), presumably because it is easier to produce something that is commonly mentioned or likely to be mentioned. In addition, there is evidence that priming at any level of the production process (i.e., conceptual, syntactic, lexical, phonological, or articulatory levels) leads to reduction (Kahn & Arnold, 2012, 2015). Both Bell et al. (2009) and Kahn and Arnold (2012, 2015) argue that these effects are due to ease of retrieval for the speaker.

A second possibility is that speakers modulate word duration to optimize language comprehension for their listeners (e.g., Aylett & Turk, 2004; Jaeger, 2010; Lieberman, 1963). Here, the main idea is that repeated, more predictable words are reduced because they are easy to comprehend, whereas new, less predictable words are lengthened because they are more difficult to process (Lieberman, 1963). This idea has been formalized in information theoretic accounts, which argue that speakers attempt to maintain consistent information density throughout an utterance (e.g., Aylett & Turk, 2004; Jaeger, 2010; Pate & Goldwater, 2015). By lengthening high-information words, such as words that are unpredictable or new, and shortening low-information words, such as words that are predictable or given, speakers can transmit a constant amount of information over time. In short, these accounts argue that speech modulation is an act of audience design, a linguistic process intended to benefit listeners’ comprehension.

Disentangling these competing accounts is difficult. Linguistic material that is easy for a speaker to produce also tends to be easy for a listener to comprehend. One strategy for decoupling these possibilities is examining conversations in which one of the interlocutors is less knowledgeable, experienced, or competent. If speakers tailor their speech for this less knowledgeable audience, even if it comes at some cost to the speaker, it would suggest that audience design plays a key role in articulation. Adult speakers do alter certain aspects of speech for less knowledgeable listeners, such as non-native speakers (e.g., Scarborough, Dmitrieva, Hall-Lew, Zhao, & Brenier, 2007; Smith, 2007; Uther et al., 2007) and children through CDS (see Soderstrom, 2007, for a review). However, only one study has examined how speakers modify word lengths for more versus less knowledgeable listeners (Fisher & Tokura, 1995).

CDS is characterized by a number of unique features that may support children’s learning and understanding of language, including higher pitch, more variable pitch, exaggerated vowels, more repetition, shorter utterances, shifted vocal timbre, and musical intonation (e.g., Cristia, 2013; Piazza, Iordan, & Lew-Williams, 2017; Soderstrom, 2007; Schwab & Lew-Williams, 2016a). Perhaps because of these features, CDS seems to capture the attention and interest of children from an early age (e.g., Cooper & Aslin, 1990; Fernald, 1985; Pegg, Werker, & McLeod, 1992; Werker & McLeod, 1989; Werker, Pegg, & McLeod, 1994). Importantly, features of CDS facilitate language learning and development. For example, caregiver speech clarity is related to speech discrimination (Liu, Kuhl, & Tsao, 2003), and repetition of labels across successive utterances—a hallmark of CDS—facilitates better encoding of new words (Schwab & Lew-Williams, 2016b). In addition, infants are better at segmenting word-like units when presented with CDS than when presented with ADS (Thiessen, Hill, & Saffran, 2005; although see Bard & Anderson, 1983 who found that CDS may be less intelligible than ADS). Regardless, given the boost to learning and comprehension that CDS affords children, it is highly likely that speakers produce CDS for their audience (Schwab, Rowe, Cabrera, & Lew-Williams, 2018). In other words, CDS appears to be an extreme version of audience design intended to promote listener comprehension.

Because CDS is clearly designed to optimize perception, communication, and learning for a particular audience, it is an ideal testing ground for probing the limits of audience design. Understanding how word reduction and lengthening function in CDS versus ADS may shed light on whether these features of communication are speaker- or listener-centered. If reduction is speaker-centered, one might expect reduction even in CDS, because production constraints would determine word duration independent of the audience. If reduction is listener-centered, one might expect reduction to be attenuated or even eliminated in CDS, because relatively less knowledgeable listeners need clearer speech (compared to more knowledgeable listeners), independent of the predictability or discourse status of words.

The question of whether speakers reduce repeated information in CDS was investigated over 20 years ago by Fisher and Tokura (1995). In their study, caregivers were asked to spontaneously describe scenes from a puppet show to either an adult experimenter or to their own 14-month-old child. Repeated targets were those that occurred in two successive utterances, and new targets were those that differed across successive utterances. Fisher and Tokura (1995) found that words tended to be longer in CDS compared to ADS, but reduction of repeated, or given references was evident in both types of speech. In addition, they found more reduction in CDS than ADS. However, they acknowledge that this difference was likely due to caregivers’ greater tendency in CDS than in ADS to place target words at the ends of sentences, which tend to be lengthened in general (Ratner, 1986; see Wagner & Watson, 2010 for a review). That is, simply because utterance-final words tend to be longer, more absolute reduction was possible in CDS, because production constraints would determine word duration independent of the audience design. Under-
In CDS, adults alternatively reduced and lengthened target word across successive utterances. Thus, there may be a complicated interplay between audience design and automatic processes in speech production. In light of recent debates about the nature of reduction (Aylett & Turk, 2004; Jaeger, 2010), we designed two experiments to evaluate parents’ reduction in CDS and ADS. We did this for two reasons. The primary reason was to evaluate whether speakers, as in Fisher and Tokura (1995), actually do reduce repeated words more in CDS than in ADS. They argued that speakers have broad control over how an utterance is articulated, such as deciding whether to engage in CDS or not, but that audience design is not a factor in fine-grained, word-specific production processes. Thus, in investigating this claim, we aimed to better understand the scope of audience design. A second, related reason was to build better stimulus control into our design, because Fisher and Tokura (1995) used a free-form procedure that, though natural, introduced potential production artifacts. Speakers were instructed to describe scenes they had witnessed, which could have resulted in variable amounts of information separating repeated references, and as discussed above, this generated sentence-position inequality between CDS and ADS. Indeed, Fisher and Tokura (1995) acknowledged that differences in the amount of reduction between ADS and CDS may have been due to differences in participants’ unconstrained speech behaviors. In addition, simply restating information, as in the case of caregivers describing scenes to their infants, may not engage certain elements of audience design. Recent work showed that speakers are less sensitive to a listeners’ perspectives when the speakers are simply providing information versus making a request (Yoon, Koh, & Brown-Schmidt, 2012).

Based on prior research, we generated two main hypotheses. First, we hypothesized that speakers automatically engage in fine-tuned durational changes including repetition reduction regardless of their audience. But second, we hypothesized that speakers make broad changes to their speech when addressing different audiences, such as the use of CDS with young children. We conducted two experiments to test these hypotheses. In both experiments, using a child-friendly game with an array of objects and destinations, participants read instructions to an adult and then to their own child. Instructions included referents that were either repeated across successive utterances or newly mentioned across utterance pairs (see Figure 1). In Experiment 1, participants read instructions that included high-frequency target nouns (e.g., bird). In Experiment 2, to further probe the limits of adults’ audience design, they read instructions that included low-frequency target nouns (e.g., brooch). If adults modulate discourse reduction to help their child audience, they should show less reduction of repeated words when speaking to children than to adults, and, in turn, they should show less reduction for low-frequency words than for high-frequency words. If adults can make broad changes to speech but are nonetheless constrained by production-centered processes (Fisher & Tokura, 1995), they should make general audience-based changes to speech but should not have control over how much they reduce repeated words.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants. Participants were 24 English-speaking parents (23 female) and their 24 young children (13 female, \(M = 38.1 \) month, range = 32 to 48 months). All children were exposed to English at least 80% of the time (\(M = 97.7\%\)). No child had a history of hearing problems or pervasive developmental delays. Seven additional parent–child dyads were tested but excluded from analyses due to children’s inattentiveness (i.e., not sitting through at least half of the utterances, \(n = 4\)) or parents’ failure to follow directions (\(n = 3\)). This study was approved by the Insti-
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*Figure 1.* Example same referent and different referent trials and the array of target animals and locations used in Experiment 1. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

Stimuli and design. Each parent’s task was to instruct an adult experimenter and then their child to place small plastic animals into an array of objects on a table. The eight target animals were presumed to be high-frequency labels in input to 3-year-old children: bird, cat, cow, deer, dog, duck, goat, and pig. The array consisted of eight possible destinations for the animals: a little wooden house, big wooden house, little hamster ball, large hamster ball, little log, big log, purple castle, and pink castle. A sequence of 32 utterances was arranged into 16 pairs of instructions (see Appendix A). Eight pairs of instructions were part of Same Referent trials, in which parents repeated the same animal name in consecutive instruction, for example, “Get the cow. Can you put it under the big log? Now put the cow in the purple castle.” The other eight pairs were part of Different Referent trials, in which parents produced a different animal name in consecutive instructions, for example, “Get the cow. Can you put it in the little ball? Now put the deer in the big wooden house.” Targets appeared in sentence-final positions in first utterances and in sentence-medial positions in second utterances.

Each animal name appeared the same number of times on same referent and different referent trials, and the same number of times in the position of first and second mention within a pair of instructions (see Appendix A). For example, deer was used in both first and second mention on one same referent trial, first mention on one different referent trial, and second mention on a separate different referent trial. The 16 instruction pairs alternated between same referent and different referent trials. Instructions were pseudorandomly ordered such that no animal name appeared in any sequence of two instructions, and no sequential instructions ever referred to the same location.

Procedure. Participants viewed an array of eight animal figurines and eight locations arranged on a table (see Figure 1). They were also given a list of 32 single-sentence instructions (see Appendix A). Parents were told that they would be reading these simple instructions to their child in order to see how children respond to their parents at various ages. Parents were instructed to avoid straying from the list of sentences and to avoid repeating any sentences, even if their child (a) did not respond, (b) picked up an incorrect object, or (c) placed an object in an incorrect location.

Parents first read the list of instructions to an adult experimenter (without the child present) to place animals in specific locations. This session, which lasted 3.2 min on average, was described as practice for the subsequent task with children. After reuniting, parents instructed their children using an identical sequence of sentences, which lasted 9.8 min on average. Parents’ speech was recorded using a lapel microphone, and parents were seated next to the experimenter or the child during each game.

Coding. Coders blind to condition segmented target words using spectrograms and waveforms using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2017). Coders were presented with whole utterances for each mention in isolation and instructed to segment only target words and to exclude sounds from the words surrounding the target. The coders used standardized guidelines for identifying different phonemes in Praat. In every case, the beginning of a target’s initial consonant indicated the onset of that target’s duration. Likewise, the end of a target’s final consonant indicated the offset of that target’s duration. Example spectrograms were provided to help coders identify consonants within the speech stream. Coders were told to visually inspect the spectrogram for the beginning (and end) of energy associated with the target. They were also told to use the audio to help guide their judgments. This segmentation yielded target word durations for each utterance.

Results

The main questions addressed in this experiment were whether or not adults would (a) reduce the lengths of repeated words in CDS and ADS and (b) show less reduction of repeated words in CDS than in ADS. Within each pair of utterances, the key dependent variable was the duration of the target noun in the first versus second utterance. Only first and second mentions of words in each pair were included for analysis. Any additional repetitions of target nouns were not included in these analyses, as they represented a departure from the verbal instructions. Across all participants, the total number of target words was 1,536. We excluded 140 targets (9%) due to caregivers’ disfluencies or use of incorrect labels. Durations were scaled, mean-centered, and log-transformed to control for positive skew. Nontransformed results for Experiment 1 are depicted in Figure 2.

We constructed maximal mixed-effects models with random slopes and intercepts by items and participant using the R (Version 3.4.3) package lmerTest (Version 3.0–1). We included audience (ADS or CDS), utterance position (first or second), and target word status (same referent or different referent) as factors. However, the maximal model did not converge for these data. We constructed additional models and systematically removed interaction terms from our random effects in order to generate simpler models. We used the ANOVA function in R to compare different models. The model with the smallest AIC was selected. This model included random slopes for a target word status by utterance position interaction and a separate random slope for audience by both participant and target label. It is important to note that reported coefficients do not map directly onto millisecond differences because durations were log-transformed. Output for all models can be found in Appendix B.

We first constructed a model for all of the duration data across both ADS and CDS. Using this model, we found evidence that target nouns in first utterance positions ($M = 0.46 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}$) were longer overall than in second utterance positions ($M = 0.40 \text{ s}, SE = 0.03 \text{ s}$), $t = 7.94, p < .0001$. We did not find evidence that targets in CDS ($M = 0.46 \text{ s}, SE = 0.03 \text{ s}$) were reliably longer than in ADS ($M = 0.40 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}$), $t = 1.08, p = .29$. However, we found a significant two-way interaction between utterance position and target word status, $t = 4.16, p < .001$. We found a significant three-way interaction between audience, utterance position, and target word status, $t = 2.38, p = .02$. We constructed additional models to explore these interactions.1

We constructed models for ADS and CDS trials separately in order to determine whether or not repetition reduction occurred in both types of speech. For ADS, we found that target nouns in

1 We also constructed a model that included Global Mention (i.e., whether it was a target’s first, second, third, or fourth appearance within the instructions overall) as a fixed effect. In this analysis, the main effect of global mention was not significant. Including this effect did not meaningfully alter the results, so we do not report it here.
second utterance positions \( (M = 0.34 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}) \) were shorter on average than targets that occurred in first utterance positions \( (M = 0.45 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}) \), \( t = -6.78, p < .0001 \). However, an interaction between utterance position and target word status revealed that there was more reduction of second utterance targets in same-referent pairs than second utterance targets in different-referent pairs, \( t = 3.81, p = .002 \). A planned comparison revealed that second mentions of targets on same referent trials \( (M = 0.31 \text{ s}, SE = 0.01 \text{ s}) \) were shorter than first mentions \( (M = 0.46 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}) \), \( t = -6.93, p < .0001 \). An additional planned comparison revealed that second mentions of target nouns on different referent trials \( (M = 0.37 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}) \) were also shorter than first mentions \( (M = 0.45 \text{ s}, SE = 0.01 \text{ s}) \), \( t = -3.34, p = .004 \). Thus, for ADS, speakers reduced the names of referents regardless of whether they were the same or different referent as in the previous utterance, but they tended to reduce same-referent words more. We return to this in the Discussion.

We next constructed a model for CDS word durations. This model revealed that second mentions of target nouns \( (M = 0.45 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}) \) were reliably shorter than first mentions of target nouns \( (M = 0.48 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}) \), \( t = -5.26, p < .0001 \). We also found an Utterance Position by Target Word Status interaction, suggesting that reduction between first and second utterance positions for same referent pairs was greater than reduction between first and second utterance positions for different referent pairs, \( t = 5.51, p < .0001 \). Planned comparisons revealed that second mentions \( (M = 0.38 \text{ s}, SE = 0.03 \text{ s}) \) of nouns on same referent trials were reliably shorter than first mentions \( (M = 0.48 \text{ s}, SE = 0.03 \text{ s}) \), \( t = -5.40, p < .0001 \). However, first mentions of nouns on same referent trials \( (M = 0.49 \text{ s}, SE = 0.03 \text{ s}) \) were statistically no different in duration than second mentions \( (M = 0.51 \text{ s}, SE = 0.03 \text{ s}) \), \( t = 0.38, p = .71 \). In CDS, speakers only reduced words referring to the same target as in the previous utterance.

Finally, we constructed a model comparing same referent trials across ADS and CDS. We found a significant interaction between audience and utterance position, \( t = 2.39, p = .04 \), indicating that there was less reduction of same referent words in CDS than in ADS. Parents did not reduce the durations of repeated words as much when speaking to their children.

### Discussion

We found evidence in Experiment 1 that adults reduced repeated words regardless of their audience. But critically, they reduced repeated references less when talking to children than when talking to adults. These results both confirm and extend previous work demonstrating the effects of discourse status on word duration (e.g., Bard et al., 2000; Bell et al., 2009; Fowler & Housum, 1987; see Wagner & Watson, 2010). However, our results conflict with previous investigations of reduction in CDS (e.g., Fisher & Tokura, 1995), which found more reduction in CDS compared to ADS.

Our experiment, in tandem with Fisher and Tokura (1995), could suggest that repetition reduction is an automated process. Adult speakers in Experiment 1 reduced repeated mentions of words despite the fact that children may have benefited from hearing nonreduced versions of target words. This could be because repetition reduction is an inherent feature of speakers’ production systems that does not—and perhaps cannot—consider audience needs during real-time communication (e.g., Arnold & Watson, 2015; Bell et al., 2009; Kahn & Arnold, 2012, 2015). This is in line with Fisher and Tokura’s (1995) prediction that speakers may not have control over fine-grained production processes.

However, we found evidence that speakers treated adult and child audiences differently. Speakers reduced repeated references less in CDS than in ADS (cf. Fisher & Tokura, 1995, who found that reduction was greater for CDS than ADS). The difference between our results and Fisher and Tokura (1995) is possibly due to differences in experimental methods; in Fisher and Tokura (1995), speakers were free to describe events without constraint and often placed targets at the end of utterances in CDS but not ADS. Previous research has demonstrated that utterance-final words often receive lengthening irrespective of other factors (e.g., Ratner, 1986; Fisher & Tokura, 1995; see Wagner & Watson, 2010). Finally, we found evidence that speakers treated adult and child audiences differently. Speakers reduced repeated references less in CDS than in ADS (cf. Fisher & Tokura, 1995, who found that reduction was greater for CDS than ADS). The difference between our results and Fisher and Tokura (1995) is possibly due to differences in experimental methods; in Fisher and Tokura (1995), speakers were free to describe events without constraint and often placed targets at the end of utterances in CDS but not ADS. Previous research has demonstrated that utterance-final words often receive lengthening irrespective of other factors (e.g., Ratner, 1986; Fisher & Tokura, 1995; see Wagner & Watson, 2010).
Our more controlled design allowed us to compare sentences where target nouns occurred in the same position across both ADS and CDS, and we find different results.

It is worth noting, however, that targets in our study differed in sentence placement across first and second utterances. Targets occurred at the end of first utterances (e.g., “Can you get the dog?”) and in the middle of second utterances (e.g., “Now, put the dog in the little wooden house.”). This difference may explain why we see reduction in the same referent condition in ADS. While it is not optimal that targets occurred in different syntactic positions across utterances, this design does not undermine our ability to detect repetition reduction, and it does not prevent us from drawing conclusions about relative reduction between ADS and CDS. This design feature was necessary in order to discourage pronoun use across utterances; there is existing evidence that speakers prefer using pronouns to refer to a repeated noun if it is used in the same syntactic position (e.g., Chambers & Smyth, 1998; Smyth, 1994). The fact that this pattern of reduction occurred only in ADS and not in CDS provides evidence that speakers can tailor their speech to accommodate their audience’s needs.

The fact that we found different patterns of reduction in ADS and CDS challenges the claim made by Fisher and Tokura (1995) that speakers do not have control over automatic production processes (e.g., repetition reduction). A revision to Fisher and Tokura’s (1995) hypothesis is warranted based on the current data. Namely, speakers may not have active control over whether or not they engage in word-specific, fine-grained reduction, but they are able to vary the extent to which they reduce for children versus adults. Essentially, we found evidence for nested processes that include both automatic constraints and audience design.

It is important to note that we did not find any target duration differences overall between ADS and CDS in Experiment 1—in contrast to a reliable duration difference in Fisher and Tokura (1995). Two differences between the present study and Fisher and Tokura (1995) may explain this contrast. First, our 2- and 3-year-old participants were older than the 14-month-old infants tested in Fisher and Tokura (1995). We opted to test older children because there is existing evidence that speakers engage in more audience design if their listener completes an action (Yoon et al., 2012), and we aimed to simulate a dynamic, shared interaction between adults and young children. Moreover, there is evidence that adults engage in audience design for young children of various ages (Schwab & Lew-Williams, 2016a), and there was no evidence-based reason to believe that caregivers’ word durations would differ significantly across the first years of life. Second, target words in Experiment 1 were high frequency in the environments of young children, whereas targets in Fisher and Tokura’s (1995) study were unknown to infant listeners. Perhaps adults only engage in word-duration reduction in CDS when producing labels that are likely to be familiar to children, because they recognize that these are contexts in which children may not need scaffolding for successful comprehension. We tested this possibility in Experiment 2 by having participants read instructions with low-frequency nouns that referred to less common objects, rather than the high-frequency targets used in Experiment 1. This also allowed us to replicate the general findings from Experiment 1.

**Experiment 2**

In Experiment 2, we tested whether repetition reduction occurred when parents produced labels for relatively uncommon objects that were less likely to be familiar to their children. The use of low-frequency target nouns in Experiment 2 (vs. high-frequency nouns in Experiment 1) provided a more complete evaluation of parents’ repetition reduction in CDS and ADS, as parents may be less likely to reduce words that are less familiar to their children.

**Method**

**Participants.** Participants were 24 English-speaking parents (21 female) and their 24 young children (14 female, $M = 42.0$ months, range = 33 to 48 months). Participants who completed Experiment 1 did not participate in Experiment 2. All children were exposed to English at least 80% of the time ($M = 96.1\%$). No child had a history of hearing problems or pervasive developmental delays. Five additional parent–child dyads were tested but excluded from analyses due to inattentiveness ($n = 3$) or experimenter error ($n = 2$).

**Stimuli and design.** The target objects used in Experiment 2 were eight uncommon objects (as opposed to common animals in Experiment 1) that children were unlikely to produce on a regular basis, or at all: brooch, felt, globe, gnome, spade, spool, thimble, and twine. These words were selected based on their very low occurrence in North American English corpora on the Child Language Data Exchange System (range 0–39 occurrences out of 4,271,640 total words; MacWhinney, 2000). All other stimuli were identical to Experiment 1.

**Procedure.** The procedure was nearly identical to Study 1, except that we told parents they could point to objects, as children were unlikely to know which label referred to which object.

**Coding.** The lengths of first- and second-mention nouns were determined using the same procedures as in Experiment 1.

**Results**

Again, our key dependent variable was the duration of target nouns for each pair of utterances. Across all participants, the total number of target words was 1,536. We excluded 126 targets (8%) due to caregivers’ disfluencies or use of incorrect labels. As in Experiment 1, word durations for Experiment 2 were log-transformed, mean-centered, and scaled to correct for positive skew. Nontransformed results for Experiment 2 are depicted in Figure 3.

As in Experiment 1, we constructed maximal mixed-effects models with random slopes and intercepts by participants and items. We included audience (ADS or CDS), utterance position (first or second), and target word status (same referent or different referent) as factors. If a particular maximal model did not converge, we included the model that best fit the data. The best-fitting model included an Utterance Position by Target Word Status interaction and an Audience random slope by Participant. It also included Audience by Utterance Position interaction and a Target Word Status random slope by Target Label. Output for all models can be found in Appendix B.

We again began by constructing a model for all duration data across both ADS and CDS. Using this model, we found evidence
that targets in second utterance positions \(M = 0.55 \text{ s}, SE = 0.03 \text{ s}\) were shorter overall than targets in first utterance positions \(M = 0.62 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\), \(t = -6.40, p < .0001\). We also find evidence that CDS \(M = 0.66 \text{ s}, SE = 0.03 \text{ s}\) was reliably longer than ADS \(M = 0.51 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\), \(t = 5.97, p < .0001\). Finally, we found a significant three-way interaction between utterance position, audience, and target word status, \(t = 3.71, p = .0002\). We constructed additional models to resolve our significant three-way interaction.2

We generated separate models for ADS and CDS target durations. For ADS, we found that targets in second utterance positions \(M = 0.60 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\) were shorter than targets in first utterance positions \(M = 0.50 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\), \(t = -6.67, p < .0001\). However, an Utterance Position by Target Word Status interaction revealed more reduction of repeated information, \(t = 3.97, p = .001\). Planned comparisons revealed that second mentions on same referent trials \(M = 0.41 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\) were shorter than first mentions \(M = 0.58 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\), \(t = 6.73, p < .0001\). In addition, targets in second utterance positions \(M = 0.50 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\) were shorter than targets in first utterance positions \(M = 0.57 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\) for new trials, \(t = 2.53, p = .03\). Speakers reduced when producing pairs of new referents as well as pairs of repeated referents. However, they reduced more for repeated information.

Our model for CDS revealed that second mentions of a target \(M = 0.64 \text{ s}, SE = 0.03 \text{ s}\) were reliably shorter than first mentions of a target \(M = 0.66 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\), \(t = -4.45, p = .003\). We also found that speakers reduced second utterance targets in same referent pairs but not in different referent pairs, \(t = 7.78, p < .0001\). Planned comparisons revealed reduction for same referent pairs: targets in second utterance positions \(M = 0.56 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\) were shorter than targets in first utterance positions \(M = 0.68 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\), \(t = 5.11, p = .0003\). For different referent pairs, on the other hand, second mentions \(M = 0.73 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\) were longer than first mentions \(M = 0.65 \text{ s}, SE = 0.02 \text{ s}\), \(t = -2.63, p = .03\).

Finally, we constructed a model comparing word durations for same referent trials across ADS and CDS. This model revealed an interaction between audience and utterance position, \(t = 3.17, p = .005\). This was due to a greater amount of reduction of second utterance targets in ADS same referent pairs than in CDS same referent pairs, as seen in planned comparisons mentioned earlier. This replicates the results of Experiment 1. In other words, participants reduced repeated information more when speaking to adults than when speaking to children even if producing low-frequency labels for uncommon objects.

**Discussion**

In line with Experiment 1 and previous work (e.g., Bard et al., 2000; Bell et al., 2009; Fisher & Tokura, 1995; Fowler & Housum, 1987; see Wagner & Watson, 2010), speakers reduced repeated mentions of words. Importantly, they did so in both ADS and CDS, which replicates findings in both Experiment 1 and Fisher and Tokura (1995). However, the amount of reduction was greater for ADS than CDS, which replicates Experiment 1 but not Fisher and Tokura (1995). Finally, we found that speakers in Experiment 2 reliably lengthened targets overall in CDS compared to ADS, as in Fisher and Tokura (1995). The emergence of this effect in Experiment 2 is likely due to the stimuli: All target nouns in Experiment 2 were lower frequency than those in Experiment 1. Thus, children were unlikely to know them, which may have encouraged speakers to engage in CDS-related target lengthening. Because the words were unfamiliar, it is unclear if parents viewed the task as an opportunity to teach children an unknown word or to expose children to a less frequent word. For the purposes of our theoretical question, this distinction is not important, although future work may address this possibility more directly.

Experiment 2 provides compelling support for the idea that repetition reduction is a feature of speakers’ production systems (e.g., Arnold & Watson, 2015; Bell et al., 2009; Kahn & Arnold, 2015).
rather than a product of audience design (e.g., Aylett & Turk, 2004; Jaeger, 2010; Lieberman, 1963). As in Experiment 1, speakers reduced repeated information regardless of their audience. This is even more striking here, because children were likely unfamiliar with the low-frequency nouns. Despite the additional needs of the audience, speakers still reduced repeated references. This provides general support for the idea that speakers may not actively control whether they engage in word-specific, finer-grained production processes (e.g., Fisher & Tokura, 1995).

However, we found evidence that runs counter to Fisher and Tokura’s (1995) claim. In both Experiments 1 and 2, speakers reduced less when addressing a child than when addressing an adult, which suggests some level of audience design. Even though speakers may not have been able to actively control whether or not they engage in certain production processes, they did seem able to accommodate their audience, at least to some extent. Essentially, these results provide a nuanced account of how automated production processes and explicit audience design interact. Further work will be needed to understand the locus of the difference between our data and those of Fisher and Tokura (1995), which could have emerged from differences in utterance composition rather than features of ADS and CDS (e.g., Ratner, 1986; Fisher & Tokura, 1995; see Wagner & Watson, 2010).

In addition to the patterns of reduction in CDS and ADS mentioned above, we also found significant lengthening of newly referenced targets in CDS. This lengthening could be a feature of contrastive stress, which is used by English speakers to contrast a newly mentioned word from something previously said (e.g., Bolinger, 1961; Breen, Fedorenko, Wagner, & Gibson, 2010). In addition, there is some evidence that newly referenced words tend to receive emphasis in naturalistic CDS (e.g., Fernald & Mazzie, 1991), but past studies did not specifically examine words across first and second mentions. Importantly, we find the opposite pattern in ADS: Speakers reduced second targets in the new condition in ADS. This could be due to differences in utterance composition. Targets occurred at the end of first utterances and in the middle of second utterances. Utterance-final words tend to be lengthened (e.g., Ratner, 1986; Fisher & Tokura, 1995), which may explain our pattern of ADS results. Regardless, it is possible that this potential contrastive stress in Experiment 2 is another feature of audience design that speakers use when engaging in CDS.

**General Results**

We were also interested in comparing durations across Experiments 1 and 2 to test how common versus uncommon target nouns affected reduction. We rescaled and mean-centered raw word durations from both experiments to account for potential intrinsic differences in word length between targets in the two experiments. We constructed maximal models with random slopes and intercepts by participants and items. We included audience (ADS or CDS), utterance position (first or second), target word status (same referent or different referent), and experiment (1 or 2) as factors. Because the maximal model would not converge, we constructed models with different combinations of random slopes and used the best-fitting model for all analyses. The best-fitting model included an Audience by Utterance Position interaction and a Target Word Status random slope by Participant. It also included a Target Word Status by Utterance Position interaction and an Audience random slope by the Target Label. All coefficients, t-statistics, and p values can be found in Appendix B.

We found a main effect of experiment; target durations in Experiment 1 (M = 0.43 s, SE = 0.03 s) were shorter overall than those in Experiment 2 (M = 0.58 s, SE = 0.04 s), t = 5.59, p < .0001. We also found a significant interaction between experiment and audience, t = 2.94, p = .004. This interaction was due to the main effect of audience we found in Experiment 2, where CDS was reliably longer than ADS, and to the lack of a main effect of audience in Experiment 1. Specifically, the average difference in word duration between ADS and CDS was smaller in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2, reflecting an overall lengthening of targets in CDS when targets were low frequency. Finally, we found a significant three-way interaction between audience, utterance position, and target word status, t = 2.69, p = .007. This interaction was present in both experiments and reveals that speakers reduced less in CDS than ADS.

**General Discussion**

Our results provide partial support for the claim that speakers have broad control over speech rate but do not have active control over finer-grained processes (e.g., Fisher & Tokura, 1995; see also Horton & Keysar, 1996 and Hwang, Brennan, & Huffman, 2015 for similar arguments). The fact that speakers reduced repeated mentions of targets when speaking to both adults and children suggests that there is some level of automaticity to this production process. Despite CDS being a clear instance of audience design that benefits young children’s understanding (e.g., Liu et al., 2003; Schwab & Lew-Williams, 2016b; Thiessen et al., 2005), speakers reduced repeated referents when talking to children. Importantly, they also do so under conditions that should elicit as much audience design as possible, namely when their listeners are following instructions (e.g., Yoon et al., 2012). It seems, then, that some feature inherent in speakers’ production systems is driving this tendency (e.g., Arnold & Watson, 2015; Bell et al., 2009; Kahn & Arnold, 2012, 2015).

Critically, however, speakers clearly engaged in elements of audience design. Most obviously in Experiment 2, CDS was longer than ADS, which demonstrates speakers’ recognition that children may have needed additional support in order to understand low-frequency nouns. More importantly, if reduction was a truly automatic process, we should have found the same amount of reduction across both ADS and CDS. We did not. Instead, we found that speakers reduced less in CDS than ADS across both experiments. This runs counter to Fisher and Tokura’s (1995) finding that there was more reduction in CDS than ADS. Their finding, though, could have been due to their unscripted task, which led to differences between CDS and ADS in terms of utterance composition (e.g., Ratner, 1986; Fisher & Tokura, 1995; see Wagner & Watson, 2010). Using more controlled sentences across both speech registers, we find that speakers are able to control the amount that they reduce, despite engaging in automatic repetition reduction. Importantly, they reduce less for children than adults, suggesting a complex interplay between audience design and automated production processes. Our results imply that speakers may engage in as much audience design as possible, but this is not sufficient to overcome constraints of the production system that ultimately lead to repetition reduction.
Other research exploring CDS offers support for the claims we make here. In a study on word stress and repetition by Bortfeld and Morgan (2010), adults seemed to “reset” word lengths every other utterance, suggesting that they cyclically emphasize words within the context of a conversation with their infants. This provides additional evidence that some automatic production constraints are likely at play, but speakers maintain an ability to modulate certain features that may aid listener comprehension. Specifically, speakers may reduce a referring expression if it is primed by recent mentions (i.e., a production constraint), but concurrently reset the pitch accent of the same referring expression to recapture infant attention. These ideas call for further scrutiny of the dynamics between various features of audience design.

Another perspective on these data is that reduction of repeated words can sometimes serve as a helpful cue for listener comprehension, as it signals words that have already been used in the discourse (e.g., Isaacs & Watson, 2010). Indeed, young children are able to learn reduced forms of words that occur commonly in CDS (e.g., Lahey & Ernestus, 2014). In addition, 7.5-month-old infants are better at comprehending unstressed words if they are first exposed to those words in unstressed forms (Bortfeld & Morgan, 2010). If repetition reduction is an informative cue, one might expect speakers to reduce more in CDS in order to scaffold comprehension of discourse-given words (as was the case in Fisher & Tokura, 1995). However, the fact that speakers in our study reduced CDS less than ADS complicates this idea. This suggests, then, that a potentially more complicated version of audience design is at play. It seems that speakers could be navigating the utility of reduction while also recognizing that children need some scaffolding. Of course, this could differ across age of a listener. In our study, parents were speaking to their preschoolers, and in previous research parents were speaking to 14-month-old infants (Fisher & Tokura, 1995). However, there are no existing data suggesting that such differences would fundamentally alter the patterns of results across the experiments. Additional research is needed to ascertain whether there are differences in caregivers’ word-level audience design when communicating with infants versus young children.

The fact that we observed less reduction in CDS than ADS warrants interpretation of why speakers treat the two groups of listeners differently. In particular, it is possible that speakers reduce repeated words less in CDS because they are attempting to maximize the intelligibility of the word while still providing acoustic cues to the discourse status of the word. Consequently, words are reduced, but not as much as they would be in ADS, where the adult audience needs less help in decoding what is new and old in the speech signal. Relatively, speakers may have been less invested in the task with adults, because they recognized the adult listener’s competence. This lack of investment could have resulted in differences in reduction we observed. Indeed, other work has demonstrated that speaker engagement can influence some prosodic features (e.g., Buxó-Lugo, Toscano, & Watson, 2018). Regardless, future work will need to directly address whether repetition reduction is a reliable tool for comprehension—especially in children—and whether the extent to which parents reduce varies across early development. In particular, it is interesting to consider whether adult speakers are engaging in certain linguistic behaviors—lesser reduction in CDS, for example—that may not maximize young children’s entry into language learning and comprehension.

In addition to the reduction mentioned above, we also found that speakers lengthened second mentions of newly referenced words in CDS in Experiment 2. This could be a feature of contrastive emphasis used to scaffold children’s understanding of instructions involving uncommon objects. Somewhat relatedly, our cross-experiment analysis revealed that speakers produced unfamiliar labels with longer duration than familiar labels. This could be due to the fact that content words are shorter if they are more frequent (Bell et al., 2009; Zipf, 1936), and the words used in Experiment 1 were more frequent than those in Experiment 2. Nevertheless, the fact that we found that there was an interaction between audience and experiment suggests that speakers engaged in some level of audience design: While there was a general increase in duration for unfamiliar ones, this lengthening was greater in CDS than in ADS. Whether this is due to word frequency or complexity is not relevant. What is relevant is the fact that caregivers engaged in some level of audience design when reading more difficult instructions to children.

Another potentially problematic aspect of the design was that we allowed caregivers to point to unfamiliar objects in Experiment 2. This served to help enable natural interaction, but caregivers were not explicitly given permission to do so in Experiment 1. An ostensive gesture like pointing may influence a speaker’s tendency to engage in repetition reduction, because there is an additional cue to the speaker’s intended referent. That is, pointing could stand in for elongation or reduction by helping to disambiguate a speaker’s intended referent. However, our results do not support this possibility. We found similar attenuation of reduction in CDS in both Experiments 1 and 2, despite the fact that caregivers were only told to point in Experiment 2. Moreover, speakers lengthened new mentions of targets in Experiment 2, which would not be expected if pointing served to reduce audience design. Thus, it is unlikely that pointing drove the effects we observed across our two experiments, but the potential interaction between gesture and audience design is a promising direction for future research.

One feature of our experimental manipulation is that parents completed ADS trials before CDS trials. This feature of the design is unlikely to undermine the validity of the results for two reasons. First, if audience order influenced word duration, the current design should have reduced the likelihood of finding the observed effects. That is, if participants were systematically reducing durations simply because they were reading the same targets repeatedly, we should have found evidence that CDS trials were reliably shorter than ADS trials, either overall or for second mentions. We did not find this. Instead, we found lengthening of CDS in Experiment 2, plus no statistical difference between ADS and CDS in Experiment 1. Second, the current design served a needed pragmatic function. Parents were told that they would practice the task with an experimenter first, which enabled us to keep participants blind to the actual manipulation of interest (ADS vs. CDS). That is, allowing participants to conduct the task with an adult first provided a natural cover story. The reverse order would be pragmatically unworkable and would introduce unwanted artificiality to their speech with the adult experimenter.

However, it is worth noting that using a confederate as an addressee may be problematic for detecting reduction effects (see Kuhlen & Brennan, 2013 for additional discussion). Indeed, in our
experiment the confederate did not need comprehension scaffolding because she knew the design of the experiment, something adult speakers likely recognized. However, we saw repetition reduction even during communication with a knowledgeable adult. This offers evidence that reduction is, on some level, the result of a speaker’s own internal production constraints. Critically, though, the overall rate of caregivers’ word-level reduction did differ when speaking to a naïve child versus a knowledgeable adult. This leaves open the question of whether or how speakers engage in fine-grained modulation of speech based on the perceived knowledge of their listeners.

Our results are relevant for constraining information theoretic explanations of reduction (e.g., Aylett & Turk, 2004; Jaeger, 2010). One ongoing question in current research is understanding which contextual factors make words more versus less predictable, and, therefore, more versus less informative. In many implementations of information theoretic accounts, information density is calculated based on the predictability of a word or structure given some linguistic context, such as the probability of the word in a syntactic parse or the probability of a word given the preceding word string. In the case of repeated words, words are shortened because they are linguistically more predictable, which maintains information density, and this facilitates processing for the listener. However, the current data suggest that contextual factors such as the likely knowledge state of the audience can influence word duration. For information theoretic models to account for these types of data, what counts as contextual information must include situational, nonlinguistic contexts (such as the range of listeners’ familiarity with words or conversation topics), which are more difficult to formalize than linguistic contexts. More work is needed to understand how situational contexts influence predictability. Nevertheless, it seems that there is a complicated interplay between a number of competing factors, including word position, repetition, and communicative goals.

It is important to note that these results do not provide insight into exactly which feature of the production system drives reduction. The goal of the current study was to ask a more general question: is repetition reduction driven by an internal production mechanism or by an externally imposed consideration of audience? Our findings support the claim that reduction may in part stem from an internal mechanism (e.g., Arnold & Watson, 2015; Bell et al., 2009; Kahn & Arnold, 2012, 2015). Other lines of research have explored specific, speaker-centered cognitive mechanisms underlying speech production (e.g., Jacobs, Yiu, Watson, & Dell, 2015; Watson, Buxó-Lugo, & Simmons, 2015; Yiu & Watson, 2015). There is likely an interaction between audience design and automatic processes, such that speakers may simply represent a conversational partner with a minimal cue, such as whether or not they are a child (Brennan, Galati, & Kuhlen, 2010; Galati & Brennan, 2010), and this simple representation could affect automatic production processes. This possibility is captured by computational models of perspective taking (e.g., Dale et al., 2018; Duran & Dale, 2014). Exploratory analyses of a particular target’s first through fourth appearance across the experiments offer equivocal evidence supporting these points. Further research is needed to understand the precise time course of the interactions taking place within the production system.

Conclusion

In summary, by studying ADS versus CDS, we found an interplay between audience design and automatic processes during speech production. In particular, it seems that these may be nested processes. It is not clear from the present research, however, whether audience design is nested within an automatic production system or vice versa. Reduction of repeated referents may be a byproduct of speakers’ production needs (e.g., Fisher & Tokura, 1995), but there is still room for speakers to tailor utterances based on their audience’s needs, knowledge, or proficiency. Specifically, we provide confirmation that repetition reduction occurs in CDS using a controlled paradigm intended to elicit audience design.

These results provide new insight into a phenomenon originally investigated by Fisher and Tokura (1995), which proposed that speakers may not have control over certain production processes. However, our results complicate the claim that speakers do not have active control over fine-grained, word-specific durational decisions. On the contrary, speakers reduced repeated mentions of targets less when speaking to children than when speaking to adults. Thus, there is likely to be a complex relation between ease of retrieval for a speaker and ease of comprehension for a listener, and listeners may be attuned to patterns of speech that are related to speakers’ default production tendencies. This attunement makes it challenging to tease apart conflicting accounts of production, but the present experiments offer insights into debates about how production and comprehension interact across communicative contexts (e.g., Bard & Aylett, 2004; Galati & Brennan, 2010). In addition, our results contribute to a broader literature on the interplay between automatic and contextual factors in human cognition, which has been examined in, for example, expression of racial prejudice (Lowery, Hardin, & Sinclair, 2001) and memory (Hasher & Zacks, 1979). Our results suggest that, in human communication, automatic processes could be tempered by contextual features, such as the comprehension needs of a young child.
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Appendix A

List of Instructions for Experiments 1 and 2

Instructions Used in Experiment 1

Get the dog. Can you put it in the little wooden house?
Now put the dog on top of the pink castle.

Get the cat. Can you put it in the big ball?
Now put the duck in the purple castle.

Get the cow. Can you put it under the big log?
Now put the cow on top of the big wooden house.

Get the deer. Can you put it in the big wooden house?
Now put the pig on top of the big log.

Get the duck. Can you put it in the little ball?
Now put the duck in the pink castle.

Get the goat. Can you put it on top of the little wooden house?
Now put the dog on top of the big log.

Get the cat. Can you put it in the big wooden house?
Now put the pig on top of the big log.

Get the deer. Can you put it in the big ball?
Now put the deer in the purple castle.

Get the cow. Can you put it under the big log?
Now put the goat on top of the purple castle.

Get the pig. Can you put it in the big ball?
Now put the pig on top of the little log.

Get the duck. Can you put it in the little ball?
Now put the bird in the little ball.

Get the bird. Can you put it under the little log?
Now put the bird in the big ball.

Get the pig. Can you put it in the little ball?
Now put the cow on top of the big wooden house.

Get the goat. Can you put it on top of the little wooden house?
Now put the goat on top of the pink castle.

Get the bird. Can you put it under the little log?
Now put the deer in the big wooden house.

Instructions Used in Experiment 2

Get the thimble. Can you put it in the little wooden house?
Now put the thimble on top of the pink castle.

Get the spade. Can you put it in the big ball?
Now put the globe in the purple castle.

Get the felt. Can you put it under the big log?
Now put the felt on top of the big wooden house.

Get the spool. Can you put it in the big wooden house?
Now put the twine on top of the big log.

Get the globe. Can you put it in the little ball?
Now put the globe in the pink castle.

Get the brooch. Can you put it on top of the little wooden house?
Now put the thimble on top of the big log.

Get the spade. Can you put it in the pink castle?
Now put the spade on top of the little log.

Get the thimble. Can you put it in the little wooden house?
Now put the gnome in the little ball.

Get the spool. Can you put it in the big ball?
Now put the spool in the purple castle.

Get the felt. Can you put it under the big log?
Now put the brooch on top of the purple castle.

Get the twine. Can you put it in the big ball?
Now put the twine on top of the little log.

Get the globe. Can you put it in the little ball?
Now put the spool on top of the purple castle.

Get the gnome. Can you put it under the little log?
Now put the gnome in the big ball.

Get the twine. Can you put it in the little ball?
Now put the felt on top of the big wooden house.

Get the brooch. Can you put it on top of the little wooden house?
Now put the brooch on top of the pink castle.

Get the gnome. Can you put it under the little log?
Now put the spool in the big wooden house.
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Appendix B

Model Output for All Reported Analyses

Table B1

Output for Experiment 1 Total Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate (beta)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance position</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
<td>-7.94</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target word status</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>.0002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Audience</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Utterance Position × Target Word Status</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. R syntax: Lmer(Scale(log(Duration)) ~ Target Word Status × Audience × Utterance Position + (1 + Condition × Utterance Position | Participant) + (1 + Audience | Participant) + (1 + Target Word Status × Utterance Position | Label) + (1 + Audience | Label)].

* p < .05.

Table B2

Output for Experiment 1 ADS Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate (beta)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>.003*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target word status</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance position</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
<td>-6.78</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>.002*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ADS = adult-directed speech. R syntax: Lmer(Scale(log(Duration)) ~ Target Word Status × Utterance Position + (1 + Target Word Status × Utterance Position | Participant) + (1 + Target Word Status × Utterance Position | Label)].

* p < .05.

Table B3

Output for Experiment 1 CDS Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate (beta)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target word status</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance position</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>-5.26</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CDS = child-directed speech. R syntax: Lmer(Scale(log(Duration)) ~ Target Word Status × Utterance Position + (1 + Target Word Status × Utterance Position | Participant) + (1 + Target Word Status × Utterance Position | Label)].

* p < .05.

(Appendices continue)
Table B4
Output for Experiment 1 Same Referent Trials Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate (beta)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance position</td>
<td>−1.14</td>
<td>−7.07</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>.04*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. R syntax: `lmer(Scale(log(Duration)) ~ Utterance Position × Audience + (1 + Utterance Position × Audience | Participant) + (1 + Utterance × Audience | Label)).`

*p < .05.

Table B5
Output for Experiment 2 Total Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate (beta)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance position</td>
<td>−1.02</td>
<td>−6.40</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target word status</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Audience</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td>−1.82</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>.0003*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Utterance Position × Target Word Status</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>.0002*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. R syntax: `lmer(Scale(log(Duration)) ~ Target Word Status × Audience × Utterance Position + (1 + Audience | Participant) + (1 + Utterance Position × Target Word Status | Participant) + (1 + Target word status | Label) + (1 + Audience × Utterance Position | Label)).`

*p < .05.

Table B6
Output for Experiment 2 ADS Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate (beta)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target word status</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance position</td>
<td>−1.09</td>
<td>−6.67</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>.0007*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ADS = adult-directed speech. R syntax: `lmer(Scale(log(Duration)) ~ Target Word Status × Utterance Position + (1 + Target Word Status × Utterance Position | Participant) + (1 + Target Word Status × Utterance Position | Label)).`

*p < .05.

(Appendices continue)
Table B7
Output for Experiment 2 CDS Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate (beta)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target word status</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance position</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>-4.45</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Utterance Position</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CDS = child-directed speech. R syntax: `lmer(Scale(log(Duration)) ~ Target Word Status × Utterance Position + (1 + Target Word Status × Utterance Position | Participant) + (1 + Target Word Status × Utterance Position | Label)).` 

*p < .05.

Table B8
Output for Experiment 2 Same Referent Trials Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate (beta)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance position</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>-6.70</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>.005*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. R syntax: `lmer(Scale(log(Duration)) ~ Utterance Position × Audience + (1 + Utterance Position × Audience | Participant) + (1 + Utterance Position × Audience | Label)).` 

*p < .05.

Table B9
Output for Cross-Experiment Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate (beta)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-2.45</td>
<td>.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance position</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
<td>-8.79</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target word status</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Audience</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Experiment</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Utterance Position</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>.0004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Experiment</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>.004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance Position × Experiment</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Utterance Position × Target Word Status</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>.007*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Utterance Position × Experiment</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-1.48</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience × Target Word Status × Experiment</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Utterance Position × Experiment</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Word Status × Utterance Position × Audience × Experiment</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. R syntax: `lmer(Scale(log(Duration)) ~ Experiment × Audience × Target Word Status × Utterance Position + (1 + Target word status | Participant) + (1 + Audience × Utterance Position | Participant) + (1 + Audience | Label) + (1 + Target Word Status × Utterance Position | Label)).` 

*p < .05.